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 That Council note the submission of the Planning Proposal to reclassify the site from 
‘community’ land to ‘operational’ land and rezone the site to SP2 Infrastructure with the 
designated land uses of ‘seniors housing’ and ‘community facility’ to facilitate aged care and 
community uses.

Address to Council by Melina Amerasinghe 7/11/2016

I object to the planning proposal being submitted for public approval. The Council is jumping
the gun in reclassifying the land before it works out the details..

1) Crucial aspects have not been addressed. 

  Traffic access to the site without encroachment on the bush areas of the reserve

 Gradient of access is too steep - no details have been provided on where or how the
elevated walkway will be built?

 Site is contaminated from unknown fill – reports given are old. There are no reports 
on subsurface testing carried out a few months ago. Why?

 Impact on sewer system is not considered - 
The aging system in the reserve experiences frequent wet weather over flows.  The impact of 
80 residents, plus the staff must be considered. The over flows run into the ecologically 
sensitive estuary area of the Georges River. 

 Ground water flow study – was only a desktop analysis
Development will increase the paved and built area, this will also have an impact on the storm
water flowing into the creek and the Georges River.

These are not minor issues that can be glossed over but need to be given priority 
consideration.

It seems the Council does not have the interest of what is appropriate for the site and 
the community BUT 
Development and Dollars ! 

If aged care is a priority, what other sites has council explored to provide this service?



2) The height for the development is uncertain We are now down to a 5 story 
development.  What is to stop a higher development further down the track?  The height may 
need to be increased to 9 ++ for commercial reasons This has happened previously in 
Hurstville high rise developments.

There is no precedence for the heights that are planned for this site.

We have recently seen non compliant development passed on behalf of the council because 
it was  "consistent with the changing character of the Oatley locality" 

3) We know that the aged population is increasing ( Apendix 5 ) BUT
I believe it is an incorrect assumption that they want to live in a chicken coop. Where is 
the evidence to say that this is the life style wanted?

I am an active member of the Oatley Flora and Fauna Society that has many senior 
members, I am a member of the Friends of Oatley that have been campaigning for 
recreational community uses on the site. 

I have not met someone who has expressed a desire for a high rise aged care facility. In fact 
it is the opposite.

I am surrounded by elderly people who are active.
My mother who is 80+ lives with us. 
My 99 year old neighbor is frequently seen weeding and watering her garden. 
This is a community with some members are 80+
I don't think they wish to be a segregated group. 
Research indicates that segregation is detrimental to the health of elderly folk.

Council is acting prematurely to release an incomplete planning proposal in its haste 
to build an inappropriate development on the Oatley Bowling club site.
 


